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Children at home? Ensuring optimum safety
Hot topic Back-up kitchen Create a storage-space miracle
Drawer project Good-bye rummage drawer

ALL
SORTED
Life means change.
In our fast-paced
everyday life, not only
time is a precious
commodity,
but also space.

Inner qualities should not be underestimated. Function and emotion
are ingenious partners. Flexibility,
quality and design set pleasant
standards for tidiness.
Your kitchen is as unique as you are.
The promises of the outside should
be fulfilled by the inside. Functional
interiors organise everything in its
place, optimally stored and quickly
accessible. This saves time, soothes
your nerves and ensures a great
attitude to life.
Do you fancy individual storage
solutions, tailored to your needs?
Combine aesthetics with functionality. Let yourself be inspired and
put everything in order. True to the
motto: “All sorted.”
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Tips

for organised

The interior design of your kitchen
furniture is probably not your top
priority. But for functionality it plays
a crucial role, which should not be
underestimated.

housekeeping

Say good-by
to rummage drawers
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Ensure optimum
kitchen safety

All
good things
come
from above!
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Design a smart
sink base unit

Stylish use
of kitchen walls
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Store cleaning
agents hygienically
and practically

Corners:
the all-round
solution
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A slim kitchen design forms the ideal
baseline for creating sufficient s torage
space. Allow for lots of space and
use every nook. Sufficient drawers
and pull-outs ensure efficient space-
utilisation.

Organise everything
within easy reach

Design your own
back-up kitchen
PAGE 30
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Simply hide
your kitchen utensils
PAGE 44

Protect your children

Keep a clear overview
with tall cupboards
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Tidy up
Content

Plan your
waste system efficiently
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Finally, perfect stowage of
baking trays
PAGE 46

Use lots of space
in a small area

Let the music play
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No room for

Quality and design
Good-bye rummage drawer
We all know those “rummage drawers” in the
kitchen. Crammed with daily bits and pieces to
have them handy. Cooking utensils, scissors
and cutlery clutter up and cause stress in the
kitchen. Different drawer inserts help to tidy
up in a simple and functional way. And cater
for d
 ifferent taste and functions. Make opening
your drawers a moment of happiness ...

Do you appreciate high-quality, natural m
 aterial
and modern looks? Then this cutlery insert
made from wood, a renewable raw material, is
an excellently processed and sturdy alternative.
Whether in beech or in noble dark grey ash, the
cutlery insert can be supplemented with foil
dispensers or knife inserts.

Cutlery inserts
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Flexible cutlery arrangement
The translucent cutlery insert is not only a real
eye-catcher, but also practical and hygienic. Separators
can be removed to adjust the cross dividers as needed
and the compartments can be cleaned easily.
The separators can then simply be pushed back on.

Outside wow –
inside wow.
No nasty surprises
when opening.

You want a cutlery insert
without frills?
The plastic version convinces by its practical comfort.
With its fine pearl texture and soft surface,
this cutlery insert also stands out for its anti-slip properties.
This prevents sharp cutlery damage to the end walls and
also offers high hygiene standards.

Cutlery inserts
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Noble & practical
You want a high-quality alternative to w
 ooden
cutlery inserts, but still flexible? Voilà!
The darkened translucent insert is not only
stylish, but also practical and hygienic. In
the lighter version, the separator bars can
be removed and the cross-dividers can be
repositioned as required. Cleaning is as easy
as pie. More than just a compromise ...

For the individualist
who values high quality
Genuine wood and metal are the hallmarks of the
high quality and flexible MOVE interior organisation
system, which virtually is a design object. With a few
simple steps, compartments can be put together
as desired re-organised over and over again. The
anti-slip mat ensures that everything stays in place.

Pre-configured sets
are a
 vailable if you want
to d esign the interior of
a complete d rawer.

Cutlery inserts | MOVE
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WHEN
THE SOUP
IS BOILING

HOB ON TOP
The kitchen accessories
should ideally be stored
systematically to have
the required tool at hand
in every situation.

Don’t let it burn
Often the most important drawer is the one
under the hob. Whether cooking spoons or
spatula: Everything must be at hand q
 uickly.
However, the dimensions of many hobs
offer no room for a drawer. This is where
the special drawer with a flatter structure
makes its appearance. The practical layout is
rounded off by the narrow cutlery insert.

ACCESSORIES BENEATH
Special drawers
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The child-safety drawer is
visually indistinguishable
from a conventional drawer.

KNIFE,
FORK,
SCISSORS,
FLAMES ...
Prevention
Some things never change.
Therefore, the child safety
lock prevents the drawer from
opening in the conventional
way. A small trick allows effortless opening: just pull the hoop
at the bottom of the drawer.
Safe and practical – safety for
the little ones and convenient
handling for the grown-ups.

have no place
in children’s
games

Child safety

TIDY
UP

In couples, disorder
is the main cause for
quarrels. Before breaking up for chaos, rather
break away from it!

Transverse and longitudinal dividers

Flexibility through
horizontal and
vertical dividers
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A crunching, rattling,
crackling kitchen pull-out?
No longer necessary. The comparison clearly shows
the great effect of transverse and longitudinal
dividers. With just a few jigs you can create a tidy
space miracle and allow your guests a glimpse –
even without prior notice.
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RATTLING
IS PART OF
THE TRADE –

but rather not in the kitchen!
In general,
pull-outs are ideal for
storage of heavy
and bulky dishes.

No rattling,
no shifting
Vario insert ensures safe
and stable storage for
precious china. Pots no
longer bang against each
other. For quiet h
 andling
in the kitchen and
durable interiors.

Infinitely flexible,
yet firm
With the solid wooden bars and walls,
you can customise your pull-outs to your
individual needs.

Vario insert
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Decorative &
functional
The MOVE flexible
interior organisation
system made of solid
wood offers individual
solutions.

Combine the
compartments
as you wish –
to your taste
and needs.

MOVE in the pull-out
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DID YOU
KNOW

that the waste
collector is the
most used cupboard
in the kitchen?

It couldn’t be more practical
Do you know what it’s like: You are cooking in the kitchen
together, cut something on the counter top and want to reach
the waste bin quickly and easily? But it is underneath the sink,
where someone is busy washing the dishes ...
Designing the waste system under the sink is common, but often
impractical. How about your waste system directly under the
kitchen counter? Potato peels and other household waste can be
easily and tidily be pushed directly into the pull-out.
It couldn’t be more practical.

How
many times
do you use
your waste bin
daily?

No fuss
Plan your garbage system
directly under the kitchen
counter – this saves plenty
of time and grime.

Honey, will you
take out the garbage?
The containers can be
individually removed
and replaced.

Max Mustermann

Waste system directly under the kitchen counter
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Sad, but true:
On average, the
German fire brigade
records 80 kitchen
fires per day.

LITTLE
GUARDIAN
with great effect

Safety Kit
Domestic fires usually start
in the kitchen. The G
 erman
fire brigade records an
average of 80 kitchen fires
per day. Considering the high
temperatures when cooking and
baking, it is not surprising that
things can go wrong.
All the better if there are little
guardians: The safety kit in
the Separato garbage system
increases kitchen safety and
ensures a safe cooking and
baking experience.

Separato waste system with safety kit
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SMART
APPLICATION

Efficient planning:
hardly any loss of
s torage space despite
safety hoops.

Clever design
Gone are the days when the sink base unit
was always designed with a revolving door.
Intelligent pull-out systems with safety hoops
ensure that the drain is not damages when
pull-outs are closed or that the contents
of the cupboard does not fall down onto the
next pull-out.

Pull-out with safety hoops
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Always at hand

No nasty surprise

All cleaning agents can be stored clearly and
within easy reach in the detergent pull-out.
The pull-out can be removed and taken d
 irectly
to the cleaning location. The compartments
and baskets can be adjusted to your sorting
preferences with flexible separators.
For things that are used frequently, but
should not be visible.

DRY &
CLEAN
Hygiene made easy
The bucket with wet rags is often stored in the
cupboard under the sink. Dustpans and brooms
can also lose dirt. No problem with the p
 rotective
metal base: The honeycomb structure makes
sweeping and cleaning easier. For a clean, hygienic
environment, even in the sink base unit.

Sink base unit with protective metal base | pull-out for cleaning agents

The days when
all detergent bottles
and cleaners had to
find a place in a
jam-packed cleaning
bucket are over ...
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Typical
tall cabinet
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AMPLE
SPACE

Plenty of space on a
small floor area. There
is no more efficient
way to store supplies.
Room-high cupboards
are practical pantries,
especially in small
kitchens. The stowed
goods right at your
fingertips, easily sorted
and clearly arranged.

in a small area

Tall cabinet for beverage crates

Hot trend
back-up kitchen
Low-energy houses without cellars
are the building trend par excellence.
The kitchen opens up more and more
and becomes the centre of living. The
utility room next to the kitchen has
become indispensable in many households and is increasingly used as a
back-up kitchen. Utility cupboards let
it blend in with the kitchen. Stacking
of crates is over. The tall cabinet can
hold up to four crates.

Ready to hand
The inclined arrangement of the
shelves prevents objects from
falling out and bottles can be easily
removed.

SH
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E

ER

STORAGE
MIRACLE
Practical and directly
accessible
Everything within easy reach. Two
large pull-out laundry baskets facilitate
sorting of dirty laundry. In the door shelf
you find all your ironing needs. Puts
efficiency into the daily chores, because
everything arranged ready to hand and
easy to find.

Two large pull-out
laundry baskets
f acilitate sorting of
dirty laundry.

No slipping:
Here
everything
stays in its
place.

Tall cabinet with laundry basket
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SOFTY
TOUGH

Storage space
with an overview
Wire baskets with small items
falling through? Not with this
tall pantry cabinet. The Combi
Line floors are slip-resistant
and very durable. Also, the
pull-out guide system has
surprises in store: It can be
completely removed from the
cupboard and gently absorbs
excessive momentum. The soft
pull-in mechanism allows the
drawers to be pushed back
slowly and silently into the
cupboard.

Everything
in one place

Indispensable helpers such
as kitchen paper etc. should
always be right at your
fingertips and strategically
placed. Stowing them
away “too well” would be
counter-productive.

High-quality solid wooden
boxes from the MOVE
series offer a
 dditional
sorting o
 ptions. The
modular w
 ooden boxes are
practical and classy at the
same time.

Tall unit for provisions | Tall pantry cabinet
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READY FOR

BULK
SHOPPING
Smart storage
The tandem tall c
 abinet
offers completely
new storage options.
Impressive overview,
extremely high s torage
capacity and great
accessibility thanks
to intelligent door
shelves – this makes
storage a pleasure.

Also, the version
with the shortened 
shelves provides space
for all supplies.

Tandem tall cabinet
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ALL GOOD
THINGS
COME FROM ABOVE
Comfortable pull-out system with
 xemplary design: The wall unit with the
e
lifting tray allows convenient storage of
kitchen utensils. Smooth handling, easy
access to bulky equipment and stylish
arrangement make organising the interior
child’s play. Ergonomic and stylish.

Heavy objects
should be stored at
the bottom, because with
i ncreasing height it becomes
more difficult to remove
utensils safely and stow
them away again.

Wall unit with lifting tray
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Multi-functional

ON PAR

Wooden module boxes from MOVE
are decorative and sophisticated
shelf accents. Spices, aromatic
herbs and other utensils are from
now ready to hand and mobile.

Enlightening
Nothing can surpass an
illuminated nook ailing
that not only offers
optimum lighting, but also
an attractive ambience.
Whatever you like ...

Bare walls?
Put your things on display!
The shelf from the Linero
MosaiQ series brings diversity
to your kitchen nook and gives it
an individual touch.

The flexibly
deployable MOVE
boxes create order –
even in the wall unit.

Linero MosaiQ + MOVE
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CORNERS
THE ALL-ROUNDSOLUTION

Corners are the all-round
s olution when it comes to
using available storage space
in an efficient and easily
a ccessible way.

Qanto

Technology
& Functionality
Technology and Functionality
meet design: Quanto not only
offers ample space, but also
electronically and steplessly
lowers kitchen appliances,
pots and pans into an often
unused corner of the k
 itchen
area. The upper shelf can be
supplemented with a tray.
Corner units with wasted space
and limited access are a thing
of the past.
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CLAP

& GONE

Abracadabra

The pull-out shelf
is modern and practical
at the same time.

Roller-shutter cabinet with pull-out shelf

Even roller shutters can make kitchen
appliances disappear in a practical and
visually appealing way, when they are not
in constant use. The additionally integrated
pull-out shelf not only has a modern look,
but also floats out of the cupboard as light
as a feather for easy handling.

The
r oller-shutter
cupboard in
the kitchen
Classy and neat when
closed, an easily
accessible shelf when
opened.
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TIDINESS IS
THE BEST RECIPE
GOOD-BYE TO BAKING-TRAY CHAOS

Efficient storage
Baking trays often pile up in the drawer
under the hob. They tip over and soon look
shabby and scratched. To use space more
efficiently, a baking-tray holder can be
mounted e.g in a tall cabinet.

Baking tray holder

What can you do
if you need
the bottom
baking tray?

The holder is
wide enough to
accommodate various
trays of different
widths.
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Small, yet powerful
Music makes work easier –
even cooking and other k
 itchen
chores. With the Blaupunkt
sound system, you can enjoy
professional sound via blue tooth.

E
H
T
LET
Y
A
L
P
C
I
S
U
M

Remove the skirting,
attach the exciter and let
the sound pamper you.
Your kitchen is the ideal
sound box.
-sound system | QI-Charger

The Blaupunkt
sound system fills
the entire kitchen
with enchanting
sound.

Charge your Smart phone
inductively – with the QI
charging module in your
worktop.
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ENJOY
CREATING AND
MAINTAINING
ORDER
You have now received
many ideas for a practical
approach for your kitchen
interior and appropriate
use of accessories.

With the tips and tricks in this
brochure, we want to provide
you with many helpful and
well-considered implementation
options that are fun and create
order.
For further information and
individual design options, please
contact your kitchen specialist.
We hope you enjoy
your new kitchen!

Plan your
individual
kitchen interior
overleaf
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ENJOY
CREATING AND
MAINTAINING
ORDER

This
should not
be missing:
Cutlery inserts
MOVE in the drawer
Special drawers under the hob
Child-proof lock
Transverse and longitudinal dividers
Vario insert
MOVE in the pull-out
Waste system under the kitchen counter
Separato waste system with safety kit
Pull-out with safety hoops

You have now received
many ideas for a practical
approach for your kitchen
interior and appropriate
use of accessories.

Sink base unit with protective metal base
Pull-out for cleaning agents
Tall cabinet for beverage crates
Tall cabinet with laundry basket
Tall unit for provisions | Tall pantry cabinet
Combi Line with MOVE boxes
Tandem tall cabinet
Wall unit with lifting tray
Linero MosaiQ + MOVE
Qanto – think around the corner
Roller-shutter cabinet with pull-out shelf
Baking tray holder
With the tips and tricks in this
brochure, we want to provide
you with many helpful and
well-considered implementation
options that are fun and create
order.
For further information and
individual design options, please
contact your kitchen specialist.
We hope you enjoy
your new kitchen!

Blaupunkt sound system | QI-Charger

TIDINESS –
TO KNOW
IMMEDIATELY 
WHERE
IT IS POINTLESS
TO SEARCH.
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